
MixMeister control
hands-on computer dj system

get your head out of the laptop and into the party! mixmeister software has ignited 
the dj world, merging powerful digital audio Workstation capabilities and full-featured 
dj performance into one package. at numark, we love software, but we also know that 
software falls short in one key area...no KnoBs!

enter mixmeister control -- the only hardware control surface for interaction with and 
control of mixmeister or other mIdI-capable dj software. all hail the return of the knob... 
40 of them, along with 53 buttons, and a big honkin’ jog wheel. Who said djing with 
software had to feel like checking your email?

mixmeister control is the only controller designed to work like a hardware extension of the 
mixmeister software. If you already use mixmeister, you will be performing in seconds, and 
if haven’t taken the mixmeister plunge, don’t despair: mixmeister control comes bundled 
with a full version of mixmeister Fusion software - the perfect way to get started.

you get individual controls for looping by track, controlling eQ, FX, and more for up to four 
tracks at once. a massive amount of control is available from 40 knobs, 53 buttons, and 
a jog wheel for quick, precise location management. automation, Vst plug-ins, and other 
functions can also be manipulated with minimal computer interaction.

mixmeister Fusion software frees djs from monotonous tasks like beat matching, setting 
cue points, and counting beats in your head. It gives you the power to shape your music 
with live looping and remixing, Vst effects, harmonic mixing, and more. manipulate tempo, 
volume, and eQ in real time, on-the-fly. Fusion records all of your dj actions -- that’s all 
of the data, not just the audio, so you can go back, listen to your mix, and make precise 
adjustments with studio editing capabilities.

Whether you use mixmeister to perform live, or to mix in the studio... or both, mixmeister 
control is the only serious way to interact with your music.

Features

hardware control surface for mixmeister software•	

usB 2.0 interface, no driver required•	

Includes mixmeister Fusion software•	

compatible with other mIdI applications•	

Works with Windows or mac os X•	

94 hardware controllers for the ultimate in •	
interactive, tactile software control
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